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ABSTRACT  

This paper introduces a multilevel series compensator (MSC) to compensate unwanted signals such as voltage 

sag, swell and reactive power compensation. By using MSC can improve the power quality of load under 

unbalance condition in rigid system. The bridge converter connected to transformer. The generation of 

multilevel stage it means n-transformers is connected to n-converters is presented. The multilevel waveform are 

generated by the converters through a suitable Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique that takes into 

consideration the transformer turns ratio. 

Keywords: multilevel series compensator, pulse width modulation, voltage source converter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Power quality is an important tool of an electrical power system network. Now a day’s equipment are more 

sensitive, in power system there may be fluctuation in voltage at the sensitive load due to fault and switching 

operation of breaker. This disturbance may result in failure of the equipment. Power quality problems such as a 

voltage sag, voltage swell, harmonics, flickers, transients and interruption. The voltage sag is considered as a 

most important power quality problem. 

Voltage control in electric power system network is important for proper operation of electric power equipment 

to prevent damage such as overheating of generator and motor, to reduce transmission losses and maintain the 

stability of the system to withstand disturbance and prevent voltage collapse, decreasing reactive power causes 

voltage to fall, while increase in reactive power causes voltage is rise. The voltage collapse is occurs when the 

system is trying to serve much more load than the voltage can support. Inadequate reactive power supply lower 

voltage, as a voltage drops, current must be increase to maintain power supplied, causing the line to consume 

more reactive power and the voltage to drop further. 
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2. TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL 

A lab model single phase supply of 230 volt, 40 watt power ,current 0.2 ampere medium transmission line we 

created by using the reference values. The distributed values of transmission line resistance, inductance and 

capacitance in lumped form the resistance is low there’re internal resistance of inductor is taken into 

consideration instead of separate resistance. The model is also useful in the different types of effects on the 

transmission line like Ferranti effect etc. 

3. SERIES COMPENSATOR 

The voltage source converter, it is converter to convert DC voltage into AC voltage. It is made up of 

semiconductor devices such as MOSFET, IGBT having a turn off capability sharing a common DC capacitor 

and connected to a supply through a coupling transformer. 

Shunt converter that is bridge rectifier  is use to provide the real power demand of series converter at the 

common DC link terminal from the  AC supply converter to provide the main function of the series compensator 

by injecting a voltage Vpq with controllable magnitude Vpq and in series with the line and insertion 

transformers. 

There are two units one is converter unit and another is controller unit. The controller unit is composed by the 

microcontroller and PWM controlling. The controller unit operates the converter so as to produce commanded 

series injected voltage and simultaneously, draw the desire shunt reactive current. The controller provides the 

getting signal to the converter. So that converter output voltage will properly respond to the internal reference 

variables. 

 

Fig 1: block diagram 
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4. BASIC INFORMATION 

4.1 Shunt Transformer 

Shunt transformer is a simple 1:1 ratio transformer, this transformer will provide feed power to series connected 

transformer through converter. 

4.2 TRIAC switching circuit  

The TRIAC operates based on the output voltage available at receiving end. If the output voltage below or 

higher accordingly on/off the TRIAC. The TRIAC output gives variable AC output. 

4.3 Rectifier + Filter 

The output from TRIAC is AC. This voltage is converted into DC by using bridge rectifier and filtered through 

C type filter to get pure DC output voltage. So the output from this circuits a variable DC output. 

4.4 Converters 

The basic function of converter is to inject or absorb the reactive power in the transmission line via a series 

connected transformer. In a rectifier we use diode for rectification and the converter MOSFET are used for 

converting DC supply to AC supply. 

This is a four MOSFET operated into H-bridge fashion. The four MOSFETs operate on SPWM signal i.e. 

generates sine wave output for feeding the AC power to transmission line. 

4.5 SPWM circuit 

The circuit generates a constant 50 Hz sine PWM signal for switching MOSFET. 

4.6 microcontroller and control circuit  

The microcontroller is used for sensing the receiving end voltage, based on that generates variable PWM signal 

to TRIAC for generate variable AC output. Due to that feeding power generated at H-bridge is variable. So 

microcontroller will try to match the receiving voltage constant at predefined level. 

5. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

We test our project; first we test the transmission line on different loading conditions. Lamp load is taken as a 

resistive load. We observe that as the load increase effect on transmission line parameter varies and taken into 

the calculation. 
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5.1RESULTS WITHOUT SERIES COMENSATOR 

At the No load condition and lightly loaded condition we observe increase voltage profile it is a Ferranti effect 

and at the heavily loaded condition voltage profile decrease i.e. voltage sag. 

 

We have taking receiving end side readings without series compensator. Thus we can observe in that both side 

voltages are varying with change in load. This is in actual practice with resistive load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table: 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Input Voltage Output Voltage Load 

1 230 267 10 

2 230 251 20 

3 230 223 30 

4 230 196 40 

Sr. No. Input Voltage Output Voltage Load 

1 230 227 10 

2 230 225 20 

3 230 224 30 

4 230 224 40 
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5.2. RESULT WITH SERIES COMPENSATOR 

In this method we have take in receiving end sides readings with adjusting the sending end voltage at 230 volts 

by using series compensator. Thus we can observe in that only receiving end voltage varying with change in 

load.  

Table: 2 

 

 

Fig 2: photograph of the implemented prototype for experiment 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a brief review of multilevel series compensator was discussed. The potential to increase of power 

system stability was explained. In the power system transmission network it is essential to maintain the voltage 

magnitude, phase angle and line impedance to control the power flow over designated transmission line and 

improve of power system stability FACT devices are used. 
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